
MATH541 Lecture 03 30 January 2013

Modular Arithmetic

Lasttime:Pihedral group

Dz=(r,s(v" =1,5
=1,r5=55

-

1)

Example n =
4Ri

=41,r,r,r338

closed under the group multiplication

=>R is a subgroup of DS

Linear algebra in subsetv vector space

i
space => closed on and scalar multiplication

v2.r3 =r5= r lookatpowers

(3.j3 =

p2(2.2)=2
+j

butfor the exponents
"

4 =0"

Det Leta,b-* Say "a divides b/b is divisible by a
"

if 1k ->K,s.t.b=aR Notation:a (b

Exercise:Ifalbe, albe,
then albstby

-

If By assumption, ERe, k.EX,
s.t.bz=akifor

i =1,2

be +bu =
(ke+kz)a => a(bz +b
↳



Pet Say "Palas is a prime number", if the only at11

thatdivides p
is p itself

Ex:2, 3,5,7,... prime 4,6,8,9,10... composite numbers

Fun fact:
5 is called the "Gothendleek prime"(3.19)
-

Division w/ remainder

Now army
a,bEX, aFO, there exists a unique pair (q,5)

<

sit,begat and Ozrclal 5
152
11 and ↓"

Exercise:a
=9, b

=1373 Find a

P <b(a - q - 1 +a>0

If assume
ax0 Ca<0 exercise

p <a(b(a - a)<a
Consider blac s now

7!9-7),
S.A. a>9

+1
v
=b- aq

there exists

a unique ⑭!1X!b

Then we
set r = b-aq

Def Leta,bCN
=1=8

We say
that"deINis the greatestcommon divisor ofab

if bed for every GEN, St. W1a, ald

d=gid(a,b)

Ex gcd(12,18)
=6gcd(30,31) =1



Well ordering principle

LetSwhich is
bounded below Cresp. above)

Then E!Smin (resp. Smax)
in SS.t. USES, SISmin Cresp. SE Smax)

Ex SER

S9kR19<Tn] does nothave a max

Say fnaxCS qmasq<F

can always find 925

We writea =mod n (equivalent/congment)

ifula-b Eg. 5=3 mod

E.g., n
=45. . . . - 8.

-4.0, 4,8....3

a =I = 3-7, -3, 1,
5,9....3

3-6. -2, 2,6, 10....3

3 - 5, - 1,3,7,11....3

For all,
write a for its congruence

class

Elnk=Gala-3 is group
we defined by a +b=

Sayz
+5

=5

(n=4)
=10 +1 =



Need to check:
Va, b, a, b'c*

S.t. a =a
'mod n, b =b'mod n

We have at
b =a+ b'mod a

exercise

Let Two groups G. Hare
norphic ifEG:G-H bijection of sets

S.t.P(a) G(b)
=p(ab), Va,beG

Then I can say REDUorn....
REL/n isomorphic


